An Introduction to System Sensor
Company Overview

System Sensor

- Established in 1984
- Became a Honeywell company in 2000 as part of the Pittway Group acquisition
- World’s largest manufacturer by unit volume of fire detection and notification products
- Global presence with 1,950 employees in facilities on five continents
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Our Worldwide Presence
Honeywell 2009

- $31 billion in sales
- 122,000 employees
- 120 countries

Honeywell Business Groups

- Automation & Control Solutions (ACS) 38%
- Aerospace 34%
- Transportation Systems 14%
- Specialty Materials 14%
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A Honeywell Company

ACS Business Units

• Life Safety (HLS)
• Process Solutions
• Building Solutions
• Security
• Scanning and Mobility
• Environmental Combustion and Controls
• Sensing and Controls
HLS Business Enterprises

• Sensing and Devices
• Fire Systems
• Honeywell Safety Products
• Life Care
Sensing and Devices Businesses

• System Sensor
• City Technology
• KAC
• Honeywell Analytics
• BW Technologies by Honeywell
Commercial Fire Channel

- Intelligent smoke detectors and modules
- Audible visible notification
- Specialty detection (high sensitivity aspirating, spot, and duct smoke detection; beam smoke detection; multi-criteria detection)

Serving engineered systems distributors via commercial fire alarm control OEMs
Our Products

Security Channel

- Conventional and wireless smoke detectors
- System-connected conventional and wireless CO detectors
- Heat detectors
- Audible visible notification

Serving security alarm dealers via security equipment distribution and security OEMs
Our Products

HVAC Channel

• InnovairFlex™ conventional and intelligent duct smoke detectors
• InnovairFlex Watertight duct smoke detectors
• High sensitivity duct smoke detectors
• Remote test and annunciation accessories

Serving HVAC OEMs, and mechanical contractors via HVAC distribution
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Our Products

Fire Sprinkler Channel

- Waterflow detectors
- Pressure switches
- Supervisory switches
- Audible and visible notification

Serving fire sprinkler contractors via fire sprinkler OEMs, distributors, and fabricators
Our Products

Audible Visible Products

• Indoor and outdoor strobes, speakers, speaker strobes, chimes, horns, and horn strobes
• Emergency communications and mass notification products and accessories
• ExitPoint Directional Sounder

Serving engineered systems distributors via commercial fire alarm control OEMs and security alarm dealers via security equipment distribution and OEMs
Aspiration Products

- FAAST™ Fire Alarm Aspiration Sensing Technology
- Highly accurate Very Early Warning Fire Detection
- Extensive remote monitoring and communications capabilities
- Ideal for protecting high value assets, processes, and data
For more information, visit us at

www.systemsensor.com